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Porch Fly/Add a Room Instructions 

 
1. Shipped with your pole set are 3 PVC inserts that are to be used per these instructions with your 3” 

tent poles. On one end of the tent ridge pole, remove the screw & 1” PVC insert & slide in the new 

PVC that has the drilled double holes with the long end of the PVC sticking out. 

2. Do the same with the eave PVC inserts. Align the holes in the PVC with the upright holes in the eave 

poles and insert the upright through both PVC and pole with the excess PVC sticking out of the poles 

approximately 6”. This will support the fly or Add a Room poles. 

3. Insert one section of the Fly/Add a Room ridge pole onto the PVC. Do the same for the eave poles. 

4. Place Fly or Add a Room canvas over the ridge pole aligning cutout over the tent uprights. Slide eave 

bungees over the eave poles and straighten the overlap panel. Push all the canvas as far back toward 

the tent as possible.  

5. Assemble the rest of the ridge and eave 3” poles and insert upright poles in the front end of the 3” 

poles. 

6. Pull the canvas to the front of the frame and loop the ridge and eave bungees over the uprights (just 

like the tent). 

7. Tie down the overlap panel to the tent by running the tied rope from the overlap panel to the second 

eave grommet on the tent, back to the empty overlap grommet. Pull to tighten the overlap panel and 

tie the ropes together. 

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

The PVC inserts and the 3” poles will be a very tight fit until everything works in. We suggest a light 

coating of dry lube be applied to the PVC inserts and 3” pipes. 

When not using the Fly or Add a Room, store the PVC inserts inside the appropriate 3” poles. 

When not using the Fly or Add a Room, the ridge PVC insert MUST be reversed and re-inserted into the 

tent ridge pole to support the 3” pole. This will eliminate any possibility of the 3” ridge pole egg shaping 

due to the stress of the 2 uprights.  

 

         Enjoy,  

 Bob & Cliff 
 

 

  


